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Outside temperature is within limits but the
greenhouse has to be ventilated extensively
Evaporative cooling is done by the crop
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CFD



Covering material

Single greenhouses
Wind 3m/s

Configuration
single greenhouses

multi-span



3 m/s
wind
31.3
31.4
31.3
32.1

No
wind
33.5
33.6
33.6
33.8

Multi5span
Wind 3 m/s

Land is leveled with a slope of 2%

Important issues
 Light transmissivity
 Spectral reflectance  keep UV en NIR radiation out
 Haze properties  Making direct radiation diffuse
 Durability
 Wind conditions  Strength of the material

The whole greenhouse is constructed by bolt and screws

Temperature increase with span increase
ventilation open
absorption

transmission
greenhouse covering

CΟ2 ⇓

heat
increasing temperature

Τoutside
Τinside ⇑
Τcrop ⇑

photosynthesis / growth

Effects on temperature

Fertigation and irrigation


Greenhouse 1:









Greenhouse design
Crop evaporation
Wind
Insect nets
Absorption of solar radiation (floor and crop)
Covering material

Gutter height is 4 meter gutter to gutter is 6,4 meter




Recirculation
Drain meter, tensio meter and at light meter at pump house.
Drain water will be in a underground tank a pumped back to pump
house to be used and mixed in the next irrigation.



Greenhouse 2:



Greenhouse 3:







Tensio meter and light meter only.
Minimum drain.
As greenhouse 2
But, before every irrigation the water will be pumped through the
system (to flush previous warm irrigation water).
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Opening in top exchange area

Climate measurements

Horizontal temperature during day time

Wind direction

UV plastic is being used

Top vent is 24 mesh and sides is 32 mesh nettings

Horizontal temperature during night

Vertical temperatures during day time

Vertical temperature during night
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We are using an irrigation computer to control irrigation by tensio

Using drip system

Groundcover is important to be kept clean

Sick plants are removed

1 beehive per 600 meter sq

Watertank is installed to collect rainwater for irrigation

Cost is about 2500 USD for
50.000liters cheaper then
cement and less risk of
leaking or cracking

Rockmelon was planted

Bee were used for pollination which was a first to be successful

Conclusion
With this structure max differences in and outside temperatures is
max 3 degrees.
Bee can be used for pollination in this kind of structure
Usage of chemicals is reduced by 70% in this structure
Reducing the usage of fertilizers by irrigating according to
demand 30540%
Producing A quality fruit double the amount as compare to the
other structures in our test area
Flushing hot water from the system before irrigating increases the
health and strength of the plants
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Project details or info:
anne.elings@wur.nl (Project Leader)
jouke.campen@wur.nl (GH design)
growsys@tm.net.my (local company and builder
of the project Malaysia)

THANK YOU
TERIMA KASIH
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